Thread Licenses
Aberdeen

Hunting is capable of threading the majority of popular threadforms, including:

**Proprietary Connections:**
- FOX
- **Hunting SEAL-LOCK** Thread Family (SEAL-LOCK APEX, SEAL-LOCK BOSS, SEAL-LOCK GS, SEAL-LOCK HC, SEAL-LOCK HT, SEAL-LOCK HT-S-Timed, SEAL-LOCK FLUSH, WEDGE LOCK FLUSH, SEAL-LOCK SEMI-FLUSH, TKC Variants, Two Step Product Line

**Threading under license:**
- **JFEBEAR, JFETIGER, JFELION, JFEBEAR Clear-Run**
- **Nippon Steel Connection Technology** (NSCC, NSCC-K1, NSCC FGL Casing, NSCT, NSCT-K1, NSCT FGL Tubing)
- **Weatherford** (expandable connection design FODC-OR)
- **API threads** (API 5CT, BTC, LTC, STC, NU, EU).